
pRESIDENTIAL
pONDERING
By Martha Bradley

E
very year Mormon histori-
ans and interested support-
ers join together during the
first week of May for the
annual Mormon History

Association meetings. These gath-
erings are held alternately in the
East and the West near sites sig-
nificant to Mormon history. One
of the highlights of each confer-
ence is the presidential address
which is different from a tradi-
tional historical study (although
many have taken a historical
approach). It is a more personal,
often introspective essay, perhaps
best described by a past president,
Paul Edwards of Graceland
College: "A presidential address is
an essay of reflection. It is pro-
vided by an involved person who,
at the culmination of his time in
office, feels enough at home to
speak freely to those he has come
to know and to love." Whatever
the form, the presidential essay is
almost always worth savoring.
Here are some of my favorites.

Paul Edwards, "The Secular
Smiths." Journal of Mormon
History 4 (1977): 3-17.

Paul Edwards addresses the cen-
tral question, how did a secular
people deal with a sacred event?
The Smiths experienced a sacred
event--a divine confrontation--
while living their own secular his-
tory. The confusion in distinguish-
ing between the two is in large
measure perpetuated by historical
studies which have confused
Joseph Smith with Mormonism
and Mormonism with the
Mormon church--a basic confu-
sion between the sacred and the
secular.

The part of Mormonism that is
sacred is the single moment of
confrontation between man and
God. The ways in which the
Church organization tries to deal
with the sacred event are not
themselves sacred, but secular,
however much they are imbued
with an awareness or sense of the
sacred event itself.

How then was the event trans-
formed to myth, and how has the
Church dealt with this important
change? How did the present
order of things originate?

The heritage given to the
Church by the Smiths was, accord-
ing to Edwards, "tragic"; it was a
sacred burden laid upon the
shoulders of a secular people. "The
family must account for, and
maintain, the sacred mantle; to
wear the royal robes. But the
robes of prophetic vision are not
the common garment, even of
prophets."

Edward’s thesis rests on three
central contentions. First, Joseph
Smith Jr. was a mystic, a secular
man who saw religion not as an
isolated and climactic experience
but as an essential and meaningful
part of daily life. The mystical
experience was not itself organiza-
tional, nor was it meaningful or
significant in terms of function or
position. Second, Mormonism is a
"semi-systematic" set of theologi-
cal arguments and concepts.
Finally, Edwards distinguishes
between Mormonism and the
Mormon church and its programs.
To Edwards, the institution seems
little more than bureaucracy
designed to sustain ritual con-
ceived around the mystical
experience.

Mormon theology attempts to
portray the sacred event in such a
way that it is meaningful to the
people, that it helps them to
understand themselves, their God,
their universe, and the hereafter.
The institution has failed in this
objective in two basic ways: first,
by ignoring the advantage of
Joseph Smith’s unique message
and epistemology and, second, by
failing to correctly assess how far
the evolutionary development of
the doctrines of the Church has
gone. According to Edwards, the
Church has used its history as
theology and in so doing has
denied the value of its theology
and the heritage of an honest

history.

Douglas D. Alder, "The Mormon
Ward: Congregation or Com-
munity?" Journal of Mormon
History 5 (1978): 61-78.

A Mormon ward is a religious
community, and as such it is more
than a congregation. Whereas a
congregation is simply a group of
people gathered for religious
instruction or worship, a ward is
also a social unit that offers
chances for fellowship, commun-
ion, and association.

Like every community, many of
the functions of the ward center
on major events of the life cycle.
The ward serves as a unit of
socialization through which values
are both sustained and transmit-
ted through religious rites, rituals,
ordinances, and their accompany-
ing symbolic representation. The
traditional reiteration and repeti-
tion of these expressions of belief
as well as participation in ritual
serve to reinforce values among
ward members.

Ideally, every member is called
upon to serve and participates in a
variety of different types of
activities--speaking in church ser-
vices, teaching and visiting other
members, and presiding as a leader
over meetings. The business of
the ward is conducted by local
leaders who defer to the judgment
of the central authority of the
Church.

When combined, these two
factors--lay leadership and mass
involvement--act as a reminder
that the ward is first of all a group
of individual members. To grasp
the significance of the ward as a
social and ecclesiastical unit one
must go beyond leaders and pro-
grams to the people themselves.
The ward is, after all, primarily a
set of human relationships not
simply an organizational conven-
ience: it is people.

The ward in the twentieth cen-
tury is different than its
nineteenth-century antecendent.
Both share a common communal
heritage through which Mormons
have perpetuated a peculiar sub-
culture. Often the Mormon ward
was first a village--a geographi-
cally separate and distinct unit.
The ward and the village were the
same. This particular unit pre-
ceded the less tangible division
into ecclesiastical units (in which
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geography was still a factor) that
were more expandable, largely
suburban, and overwhelmingly
pragmatic in both outlook and
function.

The modern-day ward commun-
ity is a more corporate model
which administers streamlined,
efficient, Churchwide programs
that were designed at Church
headquarters and that bind each
ward to every other ward in the
worldwide Church.

For the purpose of analysis,
Alder proposes five general cate-
gories for studying the twentieth-
century ward. Each category con-
siders geography, leadership,
ancestry, activity percentages, and
implementation of programs.
Alder calls the first category the
"abundant" ward. It exhibits
strength in every area which sug-
gests the interrelatedness of the
various elements. Strong leader-
ship directs a full program with
high percentages of both participa-
tion and priesthood membership.
The "adequate" wards and the
"limited" wards begin to show dif-
ferences in the numbers and quali-
ties of participants in activity and
priesthood membership. Here,
fewer members have fourth and
fifth generation LDS ancestors,
and the geographic boundaries of
the ward themselves begin to
expand. The "nascent" and "basic"
wards are the most diverse. Their
numbers are the smallest and their
members are scattered geographi-
cally. There are no neighborhood
wards in this category.

Alder concludes that it is in this
local unit of the Church that we
will see whether or not
Mormonism has successfully met
the challenges of the twentieth
century and more importantly
whether or not it continues to
meet the needs of its members.

Melvin Smith, "Faithful History:
Hazards and Limitations,"
Journal of Mormon History 9
(1982): 61-69.

Melvin Smith’s presidential
address focuses on the question: Is
there a genre of faithful history?
He suggests that faithful history
might be defined as history that
promotes faith in God and adds
credence to the divinity of his
leaders and institutions. But Smith
also asks another question: Can
history in fact do that?

This query is further compli-
cated for the Mormon historian by
the historic nature of Mormon
doctrines and the Saints’ daily
dependence on the religion for
answers of eternal import. For
Latter-day Saints, religion explains
everything.

The pattern taken by faithful
historians of the Mormon church
was established in the Church’s
first historical drama by its leading
player, Joseph Smith, who set the
rules for "witnessing the faith."
Joseph’s first witness was a spiri-
tual, supernatural experience. In
the second instance he chose to
use historic witness to verify the
divinity of his mission.

Melvin Smith separates faithful
historians into three basic groups:
The first, or dogmatic historians,
see all issues as either black or
white and assume that history
verifies all of God’s prophecies.
The middle group, perhaps the
safer position, is filled by those
who choose to write of only the
positive, uplifting stories that sup-
port and confirm the gospel mes-
sage. The final division is less clear
cut. Its members are more
individualistic in both approach
and mentality. They are the inte-
grated, faithful historians who
attempt to satisfy the demands of
profesionalism as well as their
own personal conviction that
somewhere in the story lies the
truth.

Perhaps the more important
question is the validity of the pre-
sumption that somehow the study
of the lives of mortal human
beings can be a witness for God.
In this sense faithful history, to
some degree, presumes to prove
or disprove the infinite, or at least
some quality or attribute of it.

In answering this question,
Smith proposes some other inter-

esting questions for future consid-
eration. He says simply that there
are some kinds of truth that are
not subject to empirical historical
scrutiny and that the proper study
of history is mankind not God.
Finally, he observes, faithful his-
tory is not history; it is a use (even
abuse) of history and should be
treated as such.
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Sunstone Theological Symposium
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The
Mortnon
Corporate
Empire
The Eye-Opening
Report on the Church
and its Political
and Financial
Agenda

John Heinerman
Anson Shupe

"Bound to provoke controversy ...
impressively researched"

Publishers Weekly

"Heinerman and Shupe ... describe in
greater detail than any previous study
the true extent of Mormon wealth in the
public sphere ... they have sought to
provide a fair and even-handed
presentation. This intriguing book will
fascinate general readers:’

Library Journal

"Well written and scrupulously
researched, the book does not deprecate
the church but warns of its disparity
from democratic ideals:’

Booklist

TIlE MORMON CORPORATE EMPIRE is a
landmark work. This carefully documented
study examines the awesome influence of the
Mormon church on American society. The

authors reveal a powerfid financial empire
and a church that has quietly but efficiently
sought to extend its economic, political, and
theological influence into nearly every sector
of American life. The most comprehensive
look at the "Mormon empire" ever published.

"THE MORMON CORPORATE EMPIRE
should be of great interest not only to
Mormons and Mormon-watchers but to all
who are interested in the contemporary
American political and economic scene. It is
an impressively researched collection of
historical and economic data that provides a
graphic picture of an increasingly influential
segment of our national life and culture. It
clearly exhibits the pragmatic and
humanistic qualities of a millenarian
Christian sect that became a conservative
church and is now an important element in
the structure of the American establishment:’

- Sterling M. McMurrin, University of Utah

A t your bookstore
$19.95
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